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ABSTRACT 
This paper studies correction for chance for coefficients that are linear functions of the proportion of observed 
agreement. The fixed points of the correction for chance function are characterized. An equivalence relation on the 
set of linear functions is defined and it is shown that each linear function is mapped to the unique fixed point in its 
equivalence class. 
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1.   INTRODUCTION 
Association coefficients are important entities in various domains of data analysis and classification. They are used 
to express the relationship between two variables in a number. In applications association coefficients are either used 
to summarize a particular research study, or they are used as input for multivariate data analysis techniques like, 
regression analysis, component analysis [7,8] or cluster analysis [1,15]. Four examples of association coefficients 
are, Pearson's product-moment correlation for measuring the linear dependence between two continuous variables, 
the Hubert-Arabie adjusted Rand index for comparing partitions of two different clustering algorithms [10,15,18], 
and the proportion of observed agreement and Cohen's kappa for assessing inter-rater agreement on a categorical 
scale [3,4,19,20,22]. 
In several data-analytic contexts it is desirable that the theoretical value of an association coefficient is zero if the 
two variables are statistically independent [12,23]. The Pearson correlation, the adjusted Rand index and Cohen's 
kappa each have zero value under independence, but the proportion of observed agreement does not. If a coefficient 
does not have zero value under statistical independence, it may be corrected for association due to chance 
[1,6,11,17]. After correction for chance a coefficient A  has a form  
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where )(AE  is the value of coefficient A  under chance. The 1 in the denominator of (1) is the maximum value of 
A . In this paper we only consider association coefficients with maximum value unity. The function c  in (1) has 
been applied to, for example, association coefficients for metric scales [23,24], coefficients for interrater agreement 
[20,25], and coefficients for cluster validation [1,15]. 
Various authors have demonstrated that association coefficients may become equivalent after correction (1) 
[1,6,17,20,24]. These results deepen our understanding on how the various association coefficients that have been 
proposed in the literature are related, and provide new ways to interpret several important chance-corrected 
association coefficients. Here we are interested in c  as a mathematical function. We study c  in the context of 
association coefficients for 22  tables. This is not a severe limitation since many experimental and research 
studies can often be summarized by a 22  matrix or table [2,8,16,17]. This type of table is usually a cross-
classification of two binary variables. An example from epidemiology is a reliability study in which two observers 
each rate the same sample of subjects on a the presence/absence of a trait [3,6]. An example from cluster analysis is 
a cluster validation study in which two partitions of the same set of points from two different clustering algorithms 
are compared [1,15,18]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we introduce the notation and definitions of association 
coefficients for 22  tables. In Section 3 we consider the correction for chance function. In Section 4 we show that 
the function c  is idempotent, and we characterize the fixed points of c . Using an equivalence relation presented in 
Section 3 it is shown that each fixed point belongs to precisely one equivalence class and that the function c  maps 
all elements of an equivalence class to the unique fixed point. Section 5 contains a conclusion. 
 
2.  ASSOCIATION COEFFICIENTS FOR 2 X 2 TABLES 
In this section we introduce notation and definitions of association coefficients for 22  tables. A population 22  
(1) 
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table is presented in Table 1. For notational convenience the table entries a , b , e  and d  are relative frequencies 
or proportions. The row totals 1p  and 1q  and column totals 2p  and 2q  are the marginal totals that result from 
summing the relative frequencies. 
 
Table  1: Break-down of relative frequencies for two binary (0,1)  variables. 
  
 
1Totals
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Association coefficients for 22  tables are here defined as functions from the set of all 22  matrices with non-
negative real entries into the real numbers. We will use the set  
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as the domain of the association coefficients. The requirement 1=deba   ensures that the entries are 
relative frequencies. A 22  association coefficient is then a function MA : , and the set of all such 
coefficients is denoted by  MAN := . Examples of elements of N  are the odds ratio and the 
determinant, given by, respectively,  
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Since a , b , e  and d  are proportions the determinant is equal to the covariance of two binary variables. 
In this paper we are interested in 22  association coefficients that have a maximum value of 1. This excludes, for 
example, the odds ratio, since this coefficient has no upper bound. The determinant has maximum value 1/4, which 
is obtained when a = d = 1/2. Hence, the coefficient 4 (ad – be) is included. We also limit N  to coefficients that are 
linear functions of the proportion of observed agreement da   given fixed marginal totals. The proportion of 
observed agreement, or the trace of the 22  table, is the proportion of 1s and 0s shared by the variables in the 
same positions. This coefficient is also known as the simple matching coefficient [14]. 
Let ),(= 21 pp  and ),(= 21 pp  be functions of the marginal totals 1p  and 2p . We will use the set  
  1),(=::=  AdaAMAL   
as the domain of the correction for chance formula in the next section. Due to the identity 21= qpda  , linear 
in da   given the marginal totals is equivalent to linear in a  and linear in d . The set of functions L  has been 
studied in Warrens [16,17,21]. Albatineh et al [1] considered a similar family of cluster validation coefficients of the 
form 
2
, ijji
m  , where ijm  is the number of data points that are in cluster i  according to the first clustering 
method and in cluster j  according to the second clustering method. These authors studied what association 
coefficients coincide after correction for chance. 
We consider three examples of elements of L . 
 
Example 1. The phi coefficient  
 
2121
=
qqpp
bead 
  
is the formula of Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficient for two binary variables. Pearson's correlation is 
widely used as a coefficient of linear dependence between two variables. We can write   as )( da    where   
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Example 2. Let 2]/[0,1r  be a weight and consider the function  
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 where the quantity  
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 is the Heinz mean of 1p  and 2p  [9]. Since 1 da  we have 1)( rS . Furthermore, we can write )(rS  as 
)( da  where   
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  Several coefficients from the literature are special cases of )(rS . Coefficient (0)S  is given by  
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 which is a coefficient proposed by Scott [13]. Coefficient (6) is also known as the intra-class kappa [3]. It is a 
standard tool for the analysis of agreement in a 22  reliability study. Coefficient 2)/(1S  is given by  
 ,
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 which is a coefficient proposed by Cohen [4]. Coefficient (7) is a popular association coefficient for summarizing 
the information in a cross-classification of two binary variables [16,17]. 
 
 
Example 3. Let [0,1]r  be a weight and consider the function  
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 (8) 
 This parameter family was first studied in Warrens [21]. Since  
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we can write )(rT  as )( da    where   
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  Several coefficients from the literature are special cases of )(rT . Coefficient 2)/(1T  is the proportion of 
observed agreement or the simple matching coefficient [14]. It can be interpreted as the number of 1s and 0s shared 
by the variables in the same positions, divided by the total length of the variables. Coefficient (1)T  is the 
coefficient proposed in Dice [5], a widely used coefficient in ecological biology. 
 
3.  CORRECTION FOR CHANCE 
 Formula (1) presents the formula for a coefficient A  after correction for chance. The value of LA  under 
chance, expectation )(AE , is a function of the marginal totals 1p  and 2p . More formally the function is given by  
 ,
)(1
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
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 where 1<)(AE  to avoid indeterminacy. Since E  is a linear operator we have, for )(= daA  , the 
identity )(=)( daEAE  . Using this property Albatineh et al [1] showed that for LA  function c  
becomes  
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or simplified,  
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 The function c  is a map from L  to L  if L  is closed under c . Lemma 1 shows that this is the case. 
 
Lemma 1. 
L  is closed under c . 
Proof: Let LA  with )(= daA   . The formula for )(Ac  is presented in (12). Since )( daE   is a 
function of the marginal totals we can write )(Ac  as )(
** da    where   
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Hence, LAc )( . 
 
Formula (12) shows that elements of L  coincide after correction for chance if they have the same ratio  
 .
1


 (14) 
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This suggests the following definition. Two coefficients LAA 21,  are said to be equivalent with respect to (12), 
denoted by 21 AA  , if they have the same ratio (14). It can be shown that   is an equivalence relation on L . The 
equivalence relation divides the elements of L  into equivalence classes, one class for each value of (14). We 
consider two examples of equivalence classes. 
 
 
Example 4. For the phi coefficient in Example 1 ratio (14)  
   .=2=1 2212121212121 qqppqqppqqpp 



 (15) 
 
 
 
Example 5. For parameter families )(rS  in (3) and )(rT  in (8) ratio (14)  
 1.=
1

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 (16) 
To obtain (16) we used (5) and (10) for )(rS  and )(rT  respectively. Hence, the special cases of )(rS  and )(rT  
belong to the same equivalence class. Note that all special cases of )(rS  and all special cases of )(rT  coincide 
after correction (12), regardless of the values of r . This equivalence class is uncountably infinite. 
 
 
Example 5 illustrates that the function c  in (12) is many-to-one, and thus not injective. Since c  is not injective it is 
not invertible. 
Different definitions of )( daE   provide different versions of formula (12). We consider two examples of 
)( daE  . Some other examples can be found in Warrens [17]. 
 
 
Example 6. We may assume that the data are a product of chance concerning two different frequency distributions 
with parameters 1p  and 2p  [4,11]. The expectation of an entry in Table 1 is defined by the product of the 
corresponding marginal totals. The expectation )( daE   is given by  
 .=)( 2121 qqppdaE   (17) 
Expectation (17) is the value of da   under statistical independence. It can be obtained by considering all 
permutations of the observations of the first variable, while preserving the order of the observations of the second 
variable. If for each permutation the value of da   is calculated, then the arithmetic mean of these values is equal 
to 2121 qqpp  . 
 
Using (16) and (17) in (12) we obtain the coefficient   in (7). Thus, all special cases of )(rT  in (8) are mapped to 
Cohen's   if we use (17) [21]. Furthermore, all special cases of )(rS  in (3) are mapped to Cohen's   if we use 
(17). 
 
Example 7. We may assume that the frequency distribution with parameter p  underlying the variables in Table 1 is 
the same for both variables. To estimate the parameter p  we may use the Heinz mean of the marginal totals 1p  
and 2p  in (4). This gives the expectation  
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 for 2]/[0,1r . Scott [13] and Krippendorff [11] consider the case 0=r , which corresponds to the arithmetic 
mean )/2( 21 pp  . In this case the expectation )( daE   is given by  
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Using (16) and (19) in (12) we obtain the coefficient   in (6). Thus, all special cases of )(rS  in (3) and )(rT  in 
(8) are mapped to Scott's   if we use (19). Furthermore, note that (18) allows us to formulate infinitely many 
versions of (12). 
 
4.  FIXED POINTS 
 In this section we consider the fixed points of c  in (12). Lemma 2 shows that c  is idempotent. 
 
Lemma 2. 
 The function c  is idempotent. 
Proof: Using 
*  and *  in (13) we have  
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Hence )(=))(( AcAcc . 
 
Since c  is a idempotent function it has at least one fixed point. We are interested what characterizes these fixed 
points. Let ),(= 21 pp  be a function of the marginal totals 1p  and 2p , and consider the subset of L  given by  
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Lemma 3 shows that F  is the set of fixed points of c . 
 
Lemma 3. 
 F  is the set of fixed points of c . 
Proof: ( ) Let FA . Then  
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Hence AAc =)(  and it follows that A  is a fixed point. 
( ) Let LA  with )(= daA    be a fixed point. Then )(= AcA  or equivalently  
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Equating the )( da  -parts and the `not'- )( da  -parts on both sides of the equality, we obtain the identities  
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Setting )(
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Hence, FA .  
 
 
Lemma 3 shows that coefficients of the form  
 ,0somefor
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= 


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A  (20) 
 are precisely the fixed points of c . For different definitions of )( daE   we have different versions of c  and also 
different fixed points. Since   in (20) can be any function, it follows that F  is uncountably infinite, that is, c  has 
infinitely many fixed points. 
Lemma 4 shows that c  maps each element of L  not in F  to an element of F . 
 
Lemma 4. 
 Elements of L  that are not fixed points are mapped to fixed points. 
Proof: Suppose LA  is not a fixed point and let BAc =)( . Since c  is idempotent we have 
BAcAccBc =)(=))((=)( . Hence, B  is a fixed point and A  is mapped to a fixed point.  
 
 
Lemma 4 shows that FLc =)( , that is, the image of c  are the fixed points in L . Recall that ratio (14) divides the 
elements of L  into equivalence classes. It follows from (12) that for a equivalence class with ratio )/(1  the 
fixed point is given by  
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Since the fixed point is unique, there is precisely one fixed point in each equivalent class. Thus, in each equivalence 
class c  maps the elements to the unique fixed point. 
It is not immediately clear that each equivalence class has infinitely many elements. Lemma 5 shows that for each 
fixed point we can construct an infinite family of coefficients that are in the same equivalence class. The function 
)(rQ  in (22) generalizes the function )(rT  in Example 3. 
 
Lemma 5. 
 Let FA  with  
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 Furthermore, let [0,1]r  and consider the parameter family  
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 Then ArQc =))(( . 
Proof: Using (9) we can write )(rQ  as )( da  where   
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  Using (23), ratio (14)  
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 Using (24) in (12) we obtain (21). 
 
5.  CONCLUSION 
 In this paper we studied the correction for chance formula in the context of association coefficients for 22  tables. 
We focused on coefficients that are linear functions of the observed proportion of agreement da   given the 
marginal totals of the 22  table. For coefficients of the form )( da  there is a closed formula for 
correction for chance. The ratio )/(1  can be used to define an equivalence relation on the set of linear 
functions. It was shown that all coefficients in an equivalence class are mapped to the unique fixed point in the 
equivalence class. The image of the correction for chance function is the set of its fixed points. Furthermore, each 
equivalence class has infinitely many elements. In other words, in each equivalence class infinitely many 22  
coefficients coincide after correction for chance. 
It follows from the results in this paper that each 22  coefficient that has zero value under chance is a fixed point 
of some correction for chance function (Lemma 3). In the last section of the paper it was shown how to construct 
some 22  coefficients that are in the same equivalence class as the 22  coefficient that has zero value under 
chance. For example, for the phi coefficient  
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we have ratio (15). Let [0,1]r  and consider the coefficients  
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It follows from Lemma 5 that these coefficients become   if 2121=)( qqppdaE  . 
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